
 

2806 Canada Drive, Dallas, Texas 75212 
214-442-7098 

 

Dear Uplift Heights Middle School Families:  

The Texas Education Agency has recently released the 2013-14 Accountability Ratings for all Texas public 

schools.  The ratings are broken down into four indexes which have specific and different measures.  In 

this past year’s rating, Uplift Heights Middle School “Met Standard” for three of the four indexes.  

However, in the second index, “Student Progress”, Uplift Heights was rated as “Needs Improvement.”   

Below is an explanation of the rating breakdown and our plans to address the two areas in which we 

need to improve.  This is the very first year that Uplift Heights Preparatory has experienced a Needs 

Improvement rating.   

 Index 1: Student Achievement: MET STANDARD 

 Index 2: Student Progress: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 
o Each year, the State of Texas determines the number of points that students should 

grow by from the previous year’s test in Reading and Math.  That number is used to 
determine to how many students “Made Progress” and how many students “Exceed 
Progress”.  This is done using whole school and sub-populations found at our school.   

o The total number of those students who met or exceed progress is then used to create a 
percentage and is used to determine if the school meets this index.  Uplift Heights 
missed the required number within this area.   

o This year, every 6th and 7th grade scholar at Uplift Heights will take English and Reading 
classes. Additionally, we have identified and have double blocked specific 8th grade 
scholars in both English and Math or added a Math Intervention or Reading Intervention 
class, which provides additional support.  Our 6th and 7th grade scholars have a built-in 
40 minute period that we call Extended Learning Time which will focus on furthering 
their math learning.  Each of these interventions is targeted to ensure that all of our 
scholars make substantial growth over the 2014-15 school year.   

 Index 3: Closing Performance Gaps: MET STANDARD 

 Index 4: Postsecondary Readiness: MET STANDARD 
 

Uplift Heights Preparatory Middle School is committed to being the best school in Dallas at preparing 

our scholars for college through the development and growth of scholars.  I am confident that we will 

see drastic improvement in our scholars’ STAAR performance this year in all four indexes.  Our team of 

teachers, interventionists, specialists, and administration is committed to the academic success of each 

and every one of our scholars.  Please do not hesitate to reach out if you have any questions about the 

STAAR performance ratings for Uplift Heights Preparatory Middle School.  

Sincerely,  

Cody Yocom 

Middle School Director  


